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Abstract

Data-driven machine learning has emerged to address the limitations of traditional methods when modelling interatomic
interactions in materials, such as electronic density functional theory (DFT) and semi-empirical potentials. These machine
learning frameworks involve mathematical models coupled to quantum mechanical data. In the present article, we focus on the
moment tensor potential (MTP) machine learning framework. More specifically, we provide an account of the development of a
preliminary MTP for silicon, including details pertaining to the construction of a DFT database.

1 Introduction

Material modeling has become a powerful tool for gaining in-
sight into materials properties and to circumvent obstacles met
by experiments. It can also help to guide experimentalists and
accelerate materials discovery by providing computationally
predicted compounds of potential interest [1, 2, 3]. Models
span different time and length scales, allowing one to choose
a scale based on desired properties or available computational
means. Current materials modeling methods include quan-
tum mechanical approaches such as density functional theory
(DFT), semi-empirical methods and machine learning. The
latter is a data driven approach introduced to address the
limitations of the first two methods such as spatio-temporal
and transferability limitations respectively [4, 5]. Machine
learning approaches allow for flexible and adaptive force fields
for material research and simulation [6]. Indeed, their compu-
tational cost are typically several orders of magnitude lower
than that of DFT [6]. They provide interpolative predictions
of properties of a new atomic configuration using reference
data (atomic configuration, properties) usually carefully pre-
pared with DFT [6, 7]. The approach maintains near-chemical
accuracy and is more versatile than semi-empirical potentials
and faster than both DFT and even than some semi-empirical
potentials [7, 8]. The machine learning method is made of
three part, namely its underlying mathematical model, its
database and its implementation [9]. This work is devoted
to the second part, the database. Thus, in the present paper
we describe the quantum mechanical database preparation in
the context of clay minerals modeling using machine learning.
Our long-term goal is to develop a machine learning force
field that will enable a better description of interatomic forces
within clay systems in the context of radioactive waste sealing
and environmental applications. Our strategy is to build the
database in a step-wise manner starting by one of the main
constituent elements of clay systems. Namely, we start at a
simple level with a single chemical element (silicon) and we
will keep adding other chemical elements.
In this article, we will describe how our silicon atomic config-
urations database was constructed. The database is assessed
by carrying out a preliminary implementation of a machine
learning interatomic potential for silicon based on the moment
tensor potential model [10].

2 Methods
2 .1. Database generation

Databases are one of the main components that enable
machine learning potential to address the challenges faced by
DFT and semi-empirical potentials. Recall that the ultimate
goal of machine learning interatomic potential (ML-IAP) is
to accurately handle previously unknown scenarios and struc-
tures [9]. In fact different atomic environments may occur
during manufacturing and practical applications of materials
[9]. Thus, truly predictive machine learning potential not only
depend on the ML model but also need to be designed based
on a highly diversified database either from experiments or
ab initio calculations [11, 12]. Although we are limited to a
certain number of ab initio calculations that can be conducted,
our database is designed by sampling most of the possible
configurations and phases in which the material may chemi-
cally exist. First, we include all the possible phases including
solid and liquid of the material of interest. Second for solid
phase we take into account all the reported crystallographic
and amorphous phases. Up to 13 different crystal structures of
silicon with qualitatively different bonding have been reported
in the literature[13]. Thus, we build most of the configura-
tions from experimental parameters such as lattice constant,
bond length, bond angle and atomic coordinates found in the
literature [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. However all these exper-
imental parameters were not available for some polymorphs
including face centered cubic (FCC), body centered cubic
silicon(BCC) and ST12 as well as non crystalline structures
such as grain boundary. In these particular situations we
use lattice constant and atomic coordinates from other DFT
calculations [21, 22, 23, 24] as starting point and then compute
new properties with our own optimal DFT parameters such
as kinetic cut-off energy and k points. Regardless of theses
parameters the re-computation is necessary as most of the
configurations from others DFT calculations in the literature
except the lattice constant and atomic coordinates usually lack
useful properties such as energies, forces and stress which
are the main ingredient of our machine learning model. We
begin by computing the ground state for each crystallographic
phase and then apply strain in six different modes following
the Voigt notation as detailed in [25]. In other words, we
apply shear, tensile and compression from the ground state
configuration with strain value ranging from -10% to 10% at
2% intervals. This strain increment will ensure to get different
configurations with respect to atomic positions, bonding and
possibly coordination numbers. In the other words, we ensure
that atomic coordinates and bonding information are highly
sensitive to the applied strain and will be significantly different
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between two consecutive deformations.
In addition, the ground state configuration of each solid phase
is replicated sufficiently and oriented before we introduce
defects including point, line, planar and 3-dimensional defects.
As interactions such as defect wave-function overlap, magnetic
interactions, and strain field may affect the defect calculation
in the supercell method using periodic boundary conditions
[26], we employ replicated supercell of the diamond structure,
2x2x2 for vacancy, 3x3x3 for divacancy and interstitial and
4x4x4 for vacancy clusters as detailed in table 1 below. Con-
figurations containing line defects such as dislocation were
generated using three different replicated supercell 4x3x1,
5x4x1 and 6x5x1 in which quadrupole was introduced in order
to cancel out long-range elastic strain field [27]. Both edge
and screw dislocations as well as related planar defects such
as generalized stacking faults(GFS) were considered in our
database. The GSF is associated with dislocation properties
that govern plastic deformation and fracture of crystalline
solids. Here, the slab method [28] was used in two directions
[1 10] and [112 ] representing respectively full dislocation
and partial dislocation directions in the (111) plane which
is the natural cleavage plane of silicon. As stacking faults
have very short-range interactions (one or two atomic layer
distance) [29, 30, 31], we considered an orthorhombic super-
cell of the diamond structure with lengths 0

√
2

2 , 30
√

3 and
0
√

6
2 (0 is the lattice parameter) corresponding to 1

2 [1 10] x
3[111] x 1

2 [112 ] respectively. In total the supercell consist of
36 atoms and containing nine bilayers in the [111] direction.
We cut the crystal following the well known two distinct ways
namely the shuffle and glide cut [32] as illustrated in figure 5
in the supplemental information. The GFS were introduced
within a bilayer and between bilayers for glide and shuffle cut
respectively. A vacuum of 20 Å is created on each side of the
(111) faces to avoid spurious interaction between the slab and
its periodic images in the calculation. During the calculation,
atoms were only allowed to relaxed perpendicularly to the
plane of the cut. Another important planar defect that we
considered in our database is the external interface defects
(surfaces). Surfaces are important in a wide range of tech-

nological field including interfaces, catalysis, semiconductor
fabrication and many others [33, 34]. They are also inherent
in the study and the understanding of physico-chemical pro-
cesses at heterophase interfaces such as gas-liquid [35, 36],
solid-liquid [37, 38, 39] and solid-gas interfaces [40]. Thus,
we include (100), (110) and (111) of diamond surfaces along
with (1x1), (2x1) and (2x2) reconstructions of (100), (110)
and (111). Here again, we used the slab model with 8 atomic
layers for (100) and (110) and 12 atomic layers for (111) in
both relaxation and reconstruction. A vacuum of 20 Å is then
added in the direction normal to the considered surface.
Liquid and amorphous configurations are also generated using
replicated unit cells. We run an NVT ab initio molecular
dynamics simulation (AIMD) at 300 K and 1x, 1.5x, and 2x
of the melting point with a time step of 1 fs and equilibration
of 20000 time steps. Because of compute resource limitations,
AIMD amorphization via the melting-quenching method was
not possible. Instead, we generate amorphous configurations
in two steps. First, we use the semi-classical Stillinger-Weber
[41] and Tersoff [42] potentials to melt and quench the silicon
crystal. Second, the resulting structures are refined via DFT
geometry optimization thereby improving local geometry dis-
tortions and bringing each configuration to the nearest energy
minimum. Note that only atomic coordinates are optimized
so that the density is not altered. In addition we add some
amorphous structures from [43, 44]. These structures only
have atomic coordinates and cell parameters so we recalculate
associated energies, forces and stress with our own kinetic
cut-off energy and k points. We also add disorders structures to
the database through random displacements of the optimized
bulk unit cell of each crystallographic phase. We randomly
displace atoms of up to 0.6 Å in certain cases in two different
modes. In the first mode, atoms are randomly displaced in
each of the x, y, and z Cartesian directions while their bulk
positions are maintained in the other two directions. The
second mode correspond to an isotropic random displacement
in which all the atoms are displaced with same magnitude
in three Cartesian directions.The configurations including
different phases of silicon are detailed in the table 1 in below.
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Table 1: Content of the DFT database used for fitting the MTP. The first column indicates which structure types were included
in the database. The second column indicates the dimension of the simulation box, in terms of unit cell length–note that a
mix of primitive and conventional unit were used. The third column depicts the number of atoms in the unit cell. The fourth
column gives the total number of configurations for each structure type that were included in the database. Note that 25 % of the
structures were reserved as a validation set–they were not included in the training set.

Content Replication Atom/cell Total
Diamond structure
Bulk 1x1x1 2 1
Bulk deformations 1x1x1 2 177
(tensile, compression, shear)
Vacancies 2x2x2 & 3x3x3 63, 213, 214, 215 58
Divacancies 3x3x3 214 44
Vacancy cluster 4x4x4 507, 508, 509, 495 20
(+3, +4, +5, +17)
Interstitials �1 − �4 3x3x3 217, 218, 219, 220 81
Diamond surfaces

√
2

2 x
√

2
2 x4,

√
2

2 x1x4
√

2,
√

2
2 x
√

2
2 x4
√

3 8, 12, 16 41
(100), (110), (111)
Surface reconstruction

√
2x
√

2
2 x4,

√
2

2 x1x4
√

2,
√

2
2 x1x4

√
3 16, 24 9

(100), (110), (111)
Stacking fault

√
2

2 x3
√

3x
√

6
2 36 168

Dislocation(screw) 5
√

6
2 x4
√

3x
√

2
2 240 6

Grain boundaries(tilt & twist)
√

5x3
√

5x1,
√

2x4
√

2x
√

2
2 , 2x4x2 44, 86, 119, 130, 160 8

MD (300 K) 2x2x2 64 25
Random displacement 2x2x2, 3x3x3, 4x4x4 32,64, 192, 216, 512 19
Disordered phases
Amorphous 2x2x2, 3x3x3, 4x4x4, 5x5x5 64, 216,512, 1000 42
MD-liquids 2x2x2 64 48
(1770 K, 2530 K, 3370 K)
V-(=
Bulk 1x1x1 2 1
Bulk deformations 1x1x1 2 105
Random displacement 2x2x2 54 2
Simple hexagonal
Bulk 1x1x1 1 1
Bulk deformations 1x1x1 1 105
Random displacement 2x2x2 64 2
Hexagonal closed packed
Bulk 1x1x1 2 1
Bulk deformations 1x1x1 2 105
Random displacement 2x2x2 54 2
Hexagonal diamond
Bulk 1x1x1 4 1
Bulk deformations 1x1x1 4 105
Random displacement 2x2x2 108 2
FCC
Bulk 1x1x1 4 1
Bulk deformations 1x1x1 1 9
Random displacement 2x2x2 108 2
BCC
Bulk 1x1x1 2 1
Bulk deformations 1x1x1 1 9
Random displacement 2x2x2 54 2
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Content Replication Atom/cell Total
BC8
Bulk 1x1x1 8 1
Bulk deformations 1x1x1 8 66
Random displacement 2x2x2 64 2
ST12
Bulk 1x1x1 12 1
Bulk deformations 1x1x1 12 66
Random displacement 2x2x2 96 2
Clathrate Structure Si24
Bulk 1x1x1 24 1
Bulk deformations 1x1x1 24 56
Random displacement 2x2x2 192 2
Clathrate Structure Si46
Bulk 1x1x1 46 1
Bulk deformations 1x1x1 46 56
Random displacement 2x2x2 46 2
Clathrate Structure Si136
Bulk 1x1x1 136 1
Bulk deformations 1x1x1 136 56
Random displacement 2x2x2 136 2
Planar and puckered silicene
Bulk 1x1x1 2 2
Bulk deformations 1x1x1 2 15
Grand total 1427

2.2. Computational details

We perform all the calculations using the Quantum
Espresso package [45]. The interactions between valence
electrons and ionic cores are described with the projector aug-
mented wave pseudopotential (PAW) [46] while the exchange-
correlation interaction energy is calculated with the general-
ized gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew, Burke, and
Ernzerhof(PBE) [47]. The energy criterion for convergence
of self-consistent field (SCF) iterations was set to 10−10 eV.
Convergence criteria for geometry optimization including
atomic relaxation were set to 10−6 eV and 10−5 eV/Å for
energy and forces, respectively. Before calculation on each
crystallographic phase, we performed a convergence test for
both kinetic cut-off energy and k-point. Each of these pa-
rameters is varied until the total energy become stable and
the change in total energy become less than 10−4 eV. Thus, a
value of 884 eV was set as the kinetic cut-off energy for the
expansion of the wave function into plane waves. We employ
Monkhorst-Pack grid [48] for Brillouin zone sampling and
various k-point are used for the database generation including
8x8x8 for the ordinary phase.

In this work, we describe the potential energy surface
(PES) by means of the moment tensor potential (MTP) [10] .
Similarly to others ML-IAP, this interatomic interaction model
assume that the PES is partitioned into a sum of individual
atomic energies that only depend on their local environment
delimited by some cut-off radius '2 . Thus, given an atomic
configuration in which long-range interaction can be neglected,

the total energy is expressed as a sum of the contributions of
each of the n atoms:

�) >C0; =

=∑
8=1

�8 =

=∑
8=1
+;>20; (D8) (1)

in which D8 is a collection of relative distance A8 9 of atoms
9 to atom 8 within the sphere or circle of radius '2 . The
potential energy +;>20; of an atom 8 is then expanded as a
linear combination of basis function �V .

+;>20; =
∑
V

2V�V (2)

The basis functions �V depend on the atomic environment
of the atom 8 and are determined from the scalar tensorial
contraction of the local atomic environment descriptors "`,a

designed to account for all the physical symmetries.

"`,a (A8 9 , g8 , g9 ) =
∑
9

5` ( |A8 9 |, g8 , g9 ) A8 9 ⊗ · · · · · · · · · ⊗ A8 9︸                    ︷︷                    ︸
a times

(3)
where g8 and g9 depict the type of atoms i and j respectively.
"`,a is a tensor of rank a enclosing the radial distribution
5` and the angular information A8 9 ⊗ · · · · · · · · · ⊗ A8 9 of the
neighborhood of the central atom 8. The radial part of the
descriptor is further expanded in the radial basis functions
& (U) which are expressed through the Chebyshev polynomials
in the current implementation of MTP [49] .

5`, ( |A8 9 |, g8 , g9 ) =
∑
U

2
(U)
`,g8 ,g 9&

(U) ( |A8 9 |) (4)
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2
(U)
`,g8 ,g 9 along with 2V are the MTP parameters that are com-

puted during the fitting. The model has shown good per-
formance and computational efficiency in various problems
involving different materials [4, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54].

2.3. Reliability of the database

In the context of interatomic potential, machine learn-
ing consist of several key steps including the generation of
reference data, training of the machine learning model and the
using of the implemented potential to run molecular dynamic
simulation for the targeted property. At each step, a numerical
noise is expected. Thus, one need to handle carefully the data
involve in each process mainly at the calculation step of the
reference data as numerical noise are intrinsic to atomistic

calculations [55]. Therefore a large number of basic proper-
ties such as lattice constant, bulk modulus, elastic constants,
bond length and bond angle are computed and compared with
experimental or other DFT calculation taking into account
that experimental properties are usually measured at ambient
conditions and others DFT calculations may use different
parameters and functionals. Point defects formation energies
are also compared with the literature. When these properties
deviate more than 3% from experimental or theoretical results,
we first recheck the structure and if necessary we change our
calculations parameters such as kinetic energy cut-off and
k-points. As we deal with more than 1000 configurations for
each material, we do not record every deviation but table 2
below provide an example on how we do a quick check of the
reliability of our data.

Table 2: Comparison between our DFT computed lattice parameters and experimental values
( first row is 0 and the second row is 2)

DFT Experimental Deviation (%)
Diamond structure 5.469 5.435 [56] 0.6256

V-(=
4.809
2.655

4.69
2.579 [57]

2.53
2.94

2.3. Training details

The training of MTP using = atomic configurations consist
of finding the parameters {Θ} of the model by solving the
minimization problem as given below.

=∑
8=1

[
F4 (�<C ? (G (8) ,Θ) − �@< (G (8) ))2+

F 5

#0 (G (8) )∑
9=1

���<C ?
9
(G (8) ,Θ) − �@<

9
(G (8) )

��2
+ Ff

��f<C ? (G (8) ,Θ) − f@< (G (8) )��2] → <8= (1)

where F4, F 5 and Ff are non-negative weight indicating the
importance of each property (energy, force, or stress) in the
optimization problem; #0 (G8) is the number of atoms in the
configuration G (8) . {�@< (G (8) ), �@< (G (8) ), f@< (G (8) )} and
{�<C ? (G (8) ), �<C ? (G (8) ), f<C ? (G (8) )} denote the properties
calculated with DFT and MTP respectively. Here we choose
the silicon as a prototype material for our first implementation
of moment tensor potential model. A total number of 1427
configurations has been used with a split of 68:32 i.e 68% for
training and 32% for validation. We use the default setting of
the MTP code such as scaling and weighting. Thus a weight

of 1, 0.01 and 0.001 were used for energy, forces and stress
respectively. We use a MTP functional form of level 26 with
four radial basis functions including a total number of 889
free parameters. The cut off and minimum distance were set
to '2DC = 5.0 Å and '<8= = 1.5 Å respectively. We set the
number of iterations to 2000. The average fitting errors are
detailed in table 2 below.

As can be seen from table 3 above, except the energy
for which the training and validation errors are closed to
each other (1.4 meV atom−1 versus 1.9 meV atom−1) , there
are significant difference between those errors for forces and
stress that can be a sign of underfitting or overfitting. Possible
reasons for this include the large number of configurations
used in the training and validation and the lack of the variation
of MTP level. For instance, we used MTP level 26 in our first
test which is not necessary an optimal level . Thus, optimal
level including cut off distance as well as radial basis size were
supposed to be found by varying simultaneously the MTP
level like 18, 20, 22, 24, and the associated parameters ('2DC
and basis size). Another important point is that MTP model
parameters are randomly initialized at the beginning of the
training so the training need to be repeated several times in
order to quantify the uncertainty of the predictions and to
circumvent overfitting issues.

Table 3: Average training and validation errors

Energy error meV atom−1 Force error meV Å−1 (%) Stress error GPa (%)
Training 1.4 10 (1.82) 0.076 (0.9)
Validation 1.9 22 (0.15) 0.095 (0.17)
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3 Results and discussion
In this section, we present the first set of results obtained

by testing the MTP model on silicon. Fig. 1 (a), (b), Fig.
2 (a), (b) and Fig. 3 (a), (b) illustrates the comparison of
the DFT-calculated energies, atomic forces ,and stress and
those calculated by the moment tensor potential. These plots
of energies, force components and stress components were
obtained using training set and validation set. As can be
seen, all of them show good correlation between DFT and
MTP models. The excellent agreement between the MTP
models and DFT from the validation set indicates that MTP
can make accurate predictions within configuration space that
was not explicitly employed in the training sets. We investigate
generalized stacking fault (GSF) and points defects diffusion
in silicon crystal both relevant to the mechanical properties
and structural evolution of solids. As mentioned earlier we
considered shuffle and glide cut of diamond crystal. The
shuffle cut result was already reported in conference article of
the Canadian nuclear society (CNS) [58]. So here, we only
report the result of the glide cut of diamond lattice. As shown
in figure 4 and figure 5, first our MTP stacking fault energies
are in good agreement with our DFT energies. The first peak
in figure 5 indicate the unstable stacking fault energy (W*(�� )
in the (111) planes along the [112] direction. The DFT calcu-

lated value of W*(�� is 1.564 9/<2 which is comparable to
that of figure 22 in [59]. Second, MTP results compare better
to DFT than semi-empirical Stillinger-Weber potential [41]
and Tersoff potential [42].

The second properties we investigate was the point defect
diffusion such as vacancy-, divacancy- and interstitial-type
defects. As such calculations are time consuming and very
expensive using regular method like nudged elastic band(neb)
[60] coupled with density functional theory (DFT), we first
manually moved the targeted atom along the considered path
and compute the corresponding energies with DFT. Since
this is not necessary a minimum energy path, the resulting
energy barriers are higher, however the energy profile com-
pare well with those found in the literature [61, 62, 63] as
can be seen in the supporting information. Here the MTP
reproduce with accuracy DFT energy profiles. Second, we
used our implemented silicon MTP potential in LAMMPS to
calculated energy barrier associated with the aforementioned
point defect diffusion. The computed formation energy �E ,
migration energy �< and activation energy barrier �0 are re-
ported in table 4 below. They compare reasonably to the DFT
energies barrier that were obtained using different calculation
parameters such as kinetic energy cut off, k points as well as
exchange correlation functional and pseudo-potentials.

Table 4: Point defects diffusion energies barriers (eV)

DFT MTP
Vacancy

�E 3.25 3.33
�< 0.21 0.17
�0 3.46 3.50

Divacancy(movement)
�E 5.45 4.98
�< 1.36 1.23
�0 - 6.21

Divacancy(dissociation)
�E 5.45 4.98
�< 2.00 2.07
�0 - 7.05
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: DFT-computed and MTP-predicted total energies (a) training set- 1062 configurations (b) validation set - 365
configurations

(a) (b)

Figure 2: DFT-computed and MTP-predicted force components (a) training set - 1062 configurations(b) validation set - 365
configurations

(a) (b)

Figure 3: DFT-computed and MTP-predicted stress components (a) training set - 1062 configurations(b) validation set - 365
configurations
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Figure 4: Generalized stacking fault curve

Figure 5: Generalized stacking fault curve
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Conclusion and future work
The preliminary results described herein are very en-

couraging. Our implementation of a MTP-based model of
silicon is a good demonstration of the versatility of MTP
models. Benchmarks against 476 validation DFT calculations
indicate that the MTP potential can correctly describe ener-
gies, forces and stresses in a wide variety of scenarios where
semi-empirical potentials fail. Future work will include the
extension of our database to silica and oxygen as well as the
revision of theMTP training methods. We will also investigate
point defects diffusion in silicon crystal, the amorphization

of silica and the simulation of gas-liquid interface of oxygen
using a unified fully implementedMTP potential of the silicon,
oxygen and silica.
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